
Pompano Beach High School
Class: _________________
Learning plan step #2 Learning plan step #3
Materials needed Materials needed
Voicethread on Liu Xiaobo
Projector, computer with internet connection

Skeleton of proposal memo available on Edmodo
Tablets, laptops, or desktops

Standard(s) Standard(s)

CC.11-‐12.SL.1.b	  Comprehension	  and	  Collaboration:	  
Work	  with	  peers	  to	  promote	  civil,	  democratic	  
discussions	  and	  decision-‐making,	  set	  clear	  goals	  and	  
deadlines,	  and	  establish	  individual	  roles	  as	  needed.

CC.11-‐12.W.7	  Research	  to	  Build	  and	  Present	  
Knowledge:	  Conduct	  short	  as	  well	  as	  more	  sustained	  
research	  projects	  to	  answer	  a	  question	  (including	  a	  self-‐
generated	  question)	  or	  solve	  a	  problem;	  narrow	  or	  
broaden	  the	  inquiry	  when	  appropriate;	  synthesize	  
multiple	  sources	  on	  the	  subject,	  demonstrating	  
understanding	  of	  the	  subject	  under	  investigation.

Do now, anticipatory set Do now, anticipatory set

What do you think of the story of Liu Xiaobo? What 
is freedom of expression and what is its relationship 
to a free society? What forms of expression do you 
think a society should restrict or censor?

Meet with your group to share what you've learned 
about your chosen writer

Objective(s) Objective(s)

Understand freedom of expression and how it is 
interpreted around the world

Write a proposal memo for research

Input, modeling, checking for understanding, guided practice Input, modeling, checking for understanding, guided practice

Read and annotate the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. 

Demonstrate the format and organization of a business 
memo.

Demonstrate sources that that monitor and advocate 
for writers whose human rights are threatened, such 
as (1) the most recent PEN International case list, 
available at http://www.pen-
international.org/campaigns/how-to-
campaign/caselist/ (2) 
http://cpj.org/reports/2012/12/imprisoned-journalists-
world-record.php (3) 
http://www.freedomhouse.org/report-types/freedom-
press 

Model how to construct the proposal memo for this 
assignment.

Choose groups. Students work in groups drafting their memos.

Turn in, closure, review Turn in, closure, review

Independent work, homework Independent work, homework

Student groups select a writer  who is facing 
censorship and/or persecution

Draft proposal memos for submission on Edmodo 
tonight.

ESOL strategies ESOL strategies

B13 Videos/Films / CD ROM C2 Small Group Activities



Learning plan step #5
Materials needed
Handout on evaluating sources on Edmodo
Computer with internet access, projector

Standard(s)

CC.11-‐12.W.8	  Research	  to	  Build	  and	  Present	  Knowledge:	  Gather	  relevant	  
information	  from	  multiple	  authoritative	  print	  and	  digital	  sources,	  using	  
advanced	  searches	  effectively;	  assess	  the	  strengths	  and	  limitations	  of	  each	  
source	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  task,	  purpose,	  and	  audience;	  integrate	  information	  into	  
the	  text	  selectively	  to	  maintain	  the	  flow	  of	  ideas,	  avoiding	  plagiarism	  and	  
overreliance	  on	  any	  one	  source	  and	  following	  a	  standard	  format	  for	  citation.

Do now, anticipatory set

Think/Pair/Share/Write: How do you test information on the internet for 
accuracy?

Objective(s)

Evaluate sources according to established criteria

Input, modeling, checking for understanding, guided practice

Compile student responses. Compare with handout.

Demonstrate NoodleTools (or another online resource for creating MLA-style 
bibliographies). Discuss why it's important to use an academic style when 
conducting research.

Students work in groups to begin finding sources with information about their 
topic.

Turn in, closure, review

Independent work, homework

Submit MLA working bibliography on Edmodo.

ESOL strategies

C7 Cooperative Learning (Group Reports / Projects)



Teacher: _______

Learning plan step #7 Learning plan step #9
Materials needed Materials needed
File of my storyboard for the Liu Xiaobo 
voicethread available to students on Edmodo
Tablets or laptops for each group

Rubric for letters in this project

Standard(s) Standard(s)

CC.11-‐12.SL.5	  Presentation	  of	  Knowledge	  and	  
Ideas:	  Make	  strategic	  use	  of	  digital	  media	  (e.g.,	  
textual,	  graphical,	  audio,	  visual,	  and	  interactive	  
elements)	  in	  presentations	  to	  enhance	  
understanding	  of	  findings,	  reasoning,	  and	  evidence	  
and	  to	  add	  interest.

CC.11-‐12.W.4	  Production	  and	  Distribution	  of	  Writing:	  Produce	  clear	  
and	  coherent	  writing	  in	  which	  the	  development,	  organization,	  and	  
style	  are	  appropriate	  to	  task,	  purpose,	  and	  audience.	  (Grade-‐
specific	  expectations	  for	  writing	  types	  are	  defined	  in	  standards	  1–3	  
above.)

Do now, anticipatory set Do now, anticipatory set

Brainstorm the main points of your writer's story. T-chart: Compare-contrast writing in a casual, familiar situation with 
writing in a formal, cross-cultural situation.

Objective(s) Objective(s)

Create a storyboard to organize a Web 2.0 
presentation

Draft professional letters for international audience

Input, modeling, checking for understanding, guided practice Input, modeling, checking for understanding, guided practice

Demonstrate the structure of a storyboard by going 
through my storyboard on Liu Xiaobo.

Read the section on "Writing Official Appeals" in the _The Writers 
in Prison Committee Handbook_, available at http://www.pen-
international.org/campaigns/how-to-campaign/

Students use tablets to develop their storyboards. I 
circulate and provide feedback on connecting 
visuals to words.

Check for understanding by asking questions about the text, and 
model writing the three letters for Liu Xiaobo.

Student work in groups to draft letters: official letter of appeal; letter 
to the writer, his/her family, or a group that can help you contact the 
writer; a letter to a media source promoting your project

Turn in, closure, review Turn in, closure, review

Storyboard, submitted via Edmodo. Rough drafts of letters.
Independent work, homework Independent work, homework

ESOL strategies ESOL strategies

G5 Graphic Representation C7 Cooperative Learning (Group Reports / Projects)


